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AOK Systems is the leading systems and software company in the German healthcare 

market in which statutory health insurance (SHI) covers the majority of the population. The 

AOK Systems’ industry solution oscare® allows more than 70,000 users to meet the 

needs of over 37 million SHI policyholders. 

Since the end of 2019, oscare® has run on SAP S/4HANA®, with all their customers 

following suit during the following year. Alongside the eleven health insurance funds of the 

AOK community, other leading SHI providers have also joined the platform. The software 

gives customers an extremely fast system that, among other things, enables ad hoc 

analysis and automates many routine tasks. In addition, the specialized software is 

providing a strategic change by opening up the platform to the policyholders themselves. 

With apps, self-services, and a seamless user journey, AOK Systems is quickly advancing 

into the digital future.

AOK Systems: Improving Care For 

37 Million Health Insurance 

Policyholders
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Before: Challenges and Opportunities

• AOK Systems wanted its oscare® industry solution on a platform prepared for future innovation

• oscare® needed to be faster, with more automated processes and live analysis abilities

• SAP S/4HANA® could pave the way for innovations based on cloud and artificial intelligence capabilities

Why SAP

• AOK Systems and SAP have been working together very closely for decades

• oscare® emerged from a development partnership with SAP between 2001 and 2006

• SAP® technologies such as SAP S/4HANA, SAP Customer Experience, and SAP Analytics Cloud opened up

completely new possibilities for the future, including user experience and analysis improvements 

• User interfaces were defined using design thinking methods and implemented based on SAP Fiori®.

After: Results and Outlook

• AOK Systems converted oscare® to SAP S/4HANA on time and within budget

• All AOK funds switched to the SAP S/4HANA version within two years

• Dynamic rule sets and ad-hoc analysis already benefit business management significantly

• oscare® is automating decisions using predictions and, with time, AI pattern recognition

• SHI employees save time due to policyholders updating their own data via self-service apps

• Despite data volume quadrupling, reduced research and support costs are freeing up resources for health 

insurance employees to provide individual support to customers

• In the future, oscare® will link business management functions and services for end-to-end customer service

• AOK Systems can now  transform itself from a software manufacturer to a managed service provider

Leading the SHI Industry into the Digital Future with 

SAP S/4HANA® – and Bettering the Lives of Policyholders 

"We can now standardize and automate health 

insurers' processes even further. We are also able to 

provide innovative, integrated solutions for 

policyholders quickly and in a targeted manner. This 

gives our customers a competitive edge."

Daniel Ridder, Head of Strategy and Innovation, AOK Systems
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Up to 75%

faster mass updates of 

collected data
faster searches and 

response times for 

insurance claims

Up to 90%
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In a time where digitalization grows ever more important for the healthcare industry, the 

oscare® industry solution gives SHI companies the tools they need to be more productive. 

Running on SAP S/4HANA®, the solution is faster and more extensive, allowing SHIs to 

map out business processes and evolve their customer services.

Real-time analysis now accurately forecasts expected lengths of stay and the probability of 

patient readmission. The effects of the COVID-19 pandemic can also be quickly and clearly 

displayed with dashboards – something that was unthinkable in the old system.

User experience has also improved significantly. An intuitive user interface, with clear role 

profiles quickly accessing a 360-degree overview have resulted in considerable time 

savings.

By using customer experience solutions from SAP, AOK Systems now has the ability to

create user journey maps for end customers that span all channels. Mobile capabilities also 

make targeted preventive care programs and user-friendly health apps an opportunity for 

the future.

New Technologies Optimizing the Healthcare 

Industry

Featured Partner

"Our partnership with SAP has existed for 

more than 20 years and is absolutely unique 

to the market. The dual innovation power of 

digital and SHI knowledge is a huge added 

value for our customers."
Daniel Ridder, Head of Strategy and Innovation, AOK Systems

550 million

individual outpatient items 

processed mostly 

automatically with flexible 

billing rules

All

customers have switched to

the SAP S/4HANA version
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